NE RODNEY NEIGHBORHOOD GREENWAY PROJECT

1 WELCOME

Thank you,
for coming to the second NE Rodney Neighborhood Greenway Project
open house.
Learn about the Project:
Please proceed through the following numbered stations to learn about
the project. Staff are available to answer questions you may have.
Help us design the Project:
Please use the comment sheets provided after you are finished reviewing
the stations.
Funding:
In 2012 the Portland Bureau of Transportation was awarded a $1.5 million
grant from the Oregon Department of Transportation’s Transportation
Enhancement Program to implement the recommendations of N Williams
Traffic Safety Project, which includes the NE Rodney Greenway.
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2 BACKGROUND

N Williams Traffic Safety Plan
In 2012, the N Williams Traffic Safety and
Operations Project concluded a 16
month planning process with a package
of final recommendations (April 26,
2012) from the project’s Stakeholder
Advisory
Committee
for
the
improvement of N Williams Ave. Those
recommendations also included the
improvement of the NE Rodney Bikeway.
10.Neighborhood Greenways
Recognizing:
• That Williams Ave is used by a diverse bicycle community with many different and sometimes
competing needs,
• That a number of active bicyclists in North and inner Northeast Portland will increase
significantly in the near term; and
• That improvements recommended by our Committee to streets other than Williams Avenue
must develop their own process and stakeholders:
We recommend that PBOT (Portland Bureau of Transportation) aggressively pursue
options such as a North Rodney Avenue for Neighborhood Greenways that can serve
as viable alternatives supplementing bicycle use of Williams Avenue.

Later in 2012, the Bureau of Transportation applied for and was awarded a $1.5M
Transportation Enhancement grant to fund design and construction of the N Williams
Traffic Safety and Operations Plan, which also includes funding for a Neighborhood
Greenway bikeway project for NE Rodney as recommended above.
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3 NEIGHBORHOOD GREENWAYS

Neighborhood Greenways:
• Are residential streets with low traffic volumes and speeds where people are given
priority.
• Are a critical piece of Portland’s ‘active transportation’ network to support walking
and bicycling within neighborhoods.
• Provide bicycle facilities for a broader range of people, particularly the ‘Interested
But Concerned Cyclist’, than bicycle lanes on major streets (eg N Williams Ave).
Who is the
‘Interested but Concerned Cyclist’?
By far the largest group of potential
bicyclists in Portland are those who want
to ride more, but will only do so if the
bicycle system available places a strong
emphasis on safety and comfort.
If Portland is to meet its policy goals for
sustainability, it needs to make sure the
bicycle network serves the needs of this
critical group.
While bicycle safety and comfort on N
Williams Ave has been significantly
improved recently, an improved NE
Rodney is an important complement to
provide a full range of options for the
neighborhood.

Key Design Criteria:
• Low Stress: Low traffic volumes (less than 1,000/ day) and speeds (20 mph)
• Direct: minimize out of direction travel.
• Safe: Major street crossings are safe and convenient (allow for a minimum of 50
crossing opportunities/ hour).
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4 NEIGHBORHOOD GREENWAYS

Neighborhood Greenways are a type of bikeway and a major component of the City’s bicycle
network. They are designed to provide a safe walking and shared-use environment for bicycling.
Typically these are on low traffic volume (less than 1,000/ cars/ day) and speed (20 mph) local
residential streets that parallel higher volume streets.

DESIGN ELEMENTS

Diversion
as needed to provide
compatible traffic
volumes for shared
use

Reduced speed
limit

Stop sign adjustments top
prioritize convenient
movement for bicycles

Speed bumps
Spaced 300 - 350 ft
apart to support
slow speed

Traffic Calming
To ensure traffic volumes and
speeds are kept low and slow
enough for a safe and
comfortable shared roadway
experience.

Route Identification
Pavement markings
(‘sharrows’) and destination
signage help cyclists navigate
the route and alert drivers to
expect bicyclists.
Destination signage
to help wayfinding within
the bicycle network

‘Sharrow’ pavement markings
to identify the route and
indicate to drivers that it’s a
shared use street

Crossing Improvements
Improvements at major street
intersections enhance crossing
safety and convenience for
pedestrians and bicycles.
Crosswalk

Curb extensions:
Improve visibility and shorten the
crossing distance
Median refuge island:
Reduce the crossing distance

Rapid Flash Beacon:
Increase driver awareness of
pedestrians waiting to
crossing
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NE RODNEY GREENWAY
APRIL ‘14 OPEN HOUSE

A public conversation about how to design the NE Rodney Greenway started here
last spring at the April 9, 2014 Open House event, attended by approximately 75
people.
Stop sign for E-bound traffic at Fargo &
Rodney is often obscured by parked
vehicles, resulting in frequent, accidental
stop-sign-running. Could become a
greater hazard as bicycle traffic
volumes increase.

Concerns: Cut through traffic on Fargo
Cook & Munroe moves fast! ADD
speed bumps to Fargo, Monroe & Cook
btwn Williams & Rodney. Avoid using Rodney
btwn Alberta & Killingsworth too narrow reroute to
Williams - wider & safer.

Happy about Rodney as bikeway! Very happy to have pedestrian
improvements! (as at Russell & Fremont, etc.) Rodney / Fremont
crossing - Prefer Option A It's what people would expect, so its
safer. Curb extensions great & needed. And/or flashing beacons
good. Concern about removing N/S stop signs on Rodney, esp.
between Fremont & Russell. Speed bumps likely not adequate to
slow cars, esp. going downhill. 4-way stops where we have existing
signs would be good. Williams/Cook - light likely to encourage
eastbound cutting through neighborhood.

Drivers using greenways as through
routes - please add diverters.
3. Poorly designed stop signs (too many
makes the route impractical for biking)

my one other comment in relation to this project relates to the corner of N
Going and N Rodney intersection. One of the things that separates Going
greenway is its lack of stop signs for bikes (6 total, compared to 9 for the
Klickitat greenway). I hope this Rodney greenway project would preserv e the
lack of stop signs on Going, and thus stopping traffic on N Rodney but having
ayield sign for bikes. Please see attached picture for what I am proposing, the
only difference would be that it would not be an all-way stop.

and I live near Rodney and I am
worried about my safety.

Even w/ speed bumps, I'm concerned that making the stop signs
that are currently North/South, into East/West will attract too
many cars. I live on Rodney and I'm not excited about lots of rush
hour traffic impatiently trying to navigate speed bumps on Rodney
to bypass Vancouver / Williams traffic

one simple sentence, and I

Would like to see
some diversion. This
cut through is just so
dang attractive to
autos.

NO BIKE LANES!!! I like the crosswalks, but I
think the bike lanes are unnecessary. As a
home owner, I want to continue to park in
front of my house…have guests park in front
of my house…have deliveries stop in front of
my house. How will this impact emergency
vehicle traffic? Bus lines? Traffic in general?

I would love to see sign caps on Rodney
(like Going & Clinton). They could be
standard bike motif or - even better
incorporate some neighborhood history
(like music/jazz). What a great way to
help the project unite the neighborhood &
beautify the project!!!

Please do not take away
the stop signs. I am 7 years old

The offset at Fremont Street is too great to provide a safe crossing for N-S pedestrians &
bikers. Serious consideration of shifting onto Mallory north of Fremont, since the offset is
much less and Mallory is the same width as Rodney. The offset at Fremont Street will
remove several on-street parking spaces for homeowners who don't have any off-street
parking. Seriously consider a pedestrian/biker - controlled stoplight at Fremont to use the
car lanes during a green light, then curb parking can be preserved and bike lanes can be
eliminated on Fremont.

wholeheartedly agree: "All the
stop signs, all the speed
bumps, all the sharrows...I
would trade them all for
one diverter."
we definitely prefer the
option that takes the least
amount of parking
spaces away.

glad you are slowing traffic - especially
non-local, i.e. WA resident traffic.

PLEASE DO THIS! The
family bikeway - Allow
kids to get North and use
Irving Park - It will slow cars - I

I'd like to throw my support
behind the 'Option A' idea for how
I'd prefer to cross NE Fremont
Street. It's predictable, it's easy to
figure out, and seems like it would
get the job done.

My biggest concern is motor vehicle cutthrough. Traffic fueled by: -Congestion on Williams -

live on Rodney & (?) - Watch how
you do stops keep that to slow
traffic.
Fremont & Rodney - Curb extensions
w/flashers seems to be a better option
for alerting cars to bikes & PEDs. It
also seems to be the best plan for
bikes. PEDs will also benefit from the
signal. I know a lot of people have
trepidation about this project but I
think its great. I do not think it will
coax my wife to ride her bike though.
Fremont is exactly the type of street
that worries her.

The signal at Cook -Turned stop signs on Rodney
The city should know by now that this situation will
need traffic diverters. Don't wimp out.

Advocate for 4-way stop
signs @ existing N/S stop
signs - deterrent cut through
traffic. Bikes don't pay
attention to stop signs on
Rodney now. I am a
supporter of the bike green
way.

Please, please do not flip the stop signs
on Rodney! These should be 4-way - we
need these to keep the little bit of
neighborhood that is left, SAFE. This is a
safety project, correct?

Make the Monroe
intersection into a 4way. This will help inhibit
frustrated Williams drivers from
using Rodney as an arterial.

I live at the corner of
Mason & Rodney and
think it is a very forward
thinking project.
Absolutely support this.

Flipping stop signs is
advantageous to car
commuters only - and bad for
our neighborhood.

Biggest Rodney
concern is crossing
Russell & Fremont. If

I have a question about the Fremont crossing. For me, the
problem with this crossing today is that you have to cross both
lanes of Fremont at once. Since Fremont is usually congested
here, awaiting for a gap in both directions can take a long
time. An alternative is a bicycle-size center turn lane, which
would allow the two directions to be crossed separately. The
city did this at 41st and Stark, and in my experience it's a
pleasure to cross there. Is a center turn lane a possibility at
Rodney and Fremont?

latter is not made extremely
safe for peds/cyclists, whole
project will be compromised.

Would use the proposed bikeway
much less if stop signs are too
frequent.

The corner of Stanton and Rodney there are a lot of
accidents. The corner of Rodney and Russel can be a
dangerous corner. Traffic moving south on Rodney have
difficulty turning left on Russel because cars are parked to
close to Rodney on Russel Street. I have lived at (address
on sheet) for twenty years, the stated streets are a concern
for bike safety.

I am concerned about the continual erosion of
parking in the area. Density goes up without
requiring realistic parking additions. Parking
spaces go away for bikes. I used to live
somewhere that I was lucky to park within two
blocks of my home. I don't miss that.

what crazy person
thought that one up.
Please ensure that there is a
stop facing east/west at every
intersection on Rodney.

I prefer option A for the Fremont x-ing.
?Connections to southern bike routes? how connect?
Very supportive of the project. I will likely continue
to use N. Williams for my commute. (it makes more
sense for my destination) but will welcome anything
that addresses overcrowding on N.Williams. Would
like to see some diversion. This cut through is just so
dang attractive to autos.

A ton of money is being spent to
accommodate bikes on Williams. This
includes removing a lane of traffic. If
you remove stop signs on Rodney it
will become a new path THROUGH
our neighborhood for cars. Leave the
stop signs to truly calm the traffic.

Speed Bumps on Sacramento Signal lights on Rodney/Sacramento
- Block MLK/ Sacramento - Good
signage, kept fresh!
I would love to see sign caps on
Rodney (like Going & Clinton).
They could be standard bike motif
or - even better incorporate some
neighborhood history (like
music/jazz). What a great way to
help the project unite the
neighborhood & beautify the
project!!!

The new Rodney bike route,

Very important to
slow traffic on Rodney.
Bumps may not do
the whole job. May
need a few stop signs
on Rodney.

We, and many neighbors
are concerned about more
bikes on Rodney & fast
speed of cars on Skidmore.

Biggest Rodney concern is crossing Russel
& Fremont. If latter is not made extremely
safe for peds/cyclists, whole project will be
compromised. Also need better rain
drainage at N. intersection of RodneyRussel.

Please do not take the
stop signs away it makes it
unsafe for people who will
cross the streets. We need
these signs to cars don't
speed.

Concerns about the Alberta to
Killingsworth stretch being too
narrow to accommodate more
bikes - safety for bikes? families
on bikes?
Safe crossings and discouraging
cut-thru traffic will be the most
important aspects for improving
safety on a Rodney bikeway. One
other concern might be drivers
looking for parking near the
Russell commercial area.

If you remove stop signs on Rodney it will
become a new path THROUGH our
neighborhood for cars. Leave the stop
signs to truly calm the traffic.
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NE RODNEY GREENWAY
APRIL ‘14 OPEN HOUSE
NE ALBERTA
• Reroute bike facility north of Alberta to N Williams- wider street and safer
conditions

NE SKIDMORE
• Curb extensions with bioswale to slow traffic down and make safer pedestrian
crossing
• (YES to above comment)

NE SHAVER
• Improve sight distances at corners. Can’t see bikers or traffic when pulling out onto N Williams- will this become
an issue on Rodney?
• Failing/ Rodney: lots of cut-through traffic and high speeds. Stop sign change should help. Anything is
appreciated.
• Consider speed bumps on Failing Street- huge cut-through for cars from MLK to Williams.
• This is not just about people commuting through this neighborhood. Its about the people who visit, shop and live
here deserve a safe shared space without high speed traffic of any type of vehicle.
• PLEASE eliminate parking. Its a safety concern when cycling: decreased visibility, dooring, people not looking as
people are pulling out.

NE FREMONT
• Going south on Vancouver moves bikes to left/middle so there is not the merging of cars to get on the Fremont
Bridge, bikes going straight south and bikes in the mix. Get everyone set north of Fremont in their lanes.
• We are concerned about the traffic increase from the ‘Aleta’ on Fremont/Williams 120 ppl + 300 spaces.
• What about allowing parking before 9 AM and after 6 PM on Fremont?
• Storage of private property in public right of way should not be the overriding priority. Public space is for the
benefit of all.
• I think installing a traffic light at Fremont/Rodney for N-S bound pedestrians and bikers is better than adding bike
lanes on Fremont and promoting bikers on Fremont.
• Crossing at Fremont by bike at rush hour is pretty scary. Crossings for bikes would be a great improvement.
• Limited access to parking in front of our house. 72 NE Fremont.
• Are speed bumps possible? What about at crossings?
• Love getting bikes off of Williams as a driver. Scared as a biker to cross Fremont without a light to do a jog. Why
not a signal (like at Coliseum to Esplanade).
• Library at 14th/Fremont: Crossing Fremont is difficult, cars don’t stop. Crosswalk enforcement action?
NE COOK
• Keep stop sign at Rodney/Ivy to prevent cut-through traffic.
• Consider bike lane at Cook.
• Concerned with traffic jams for cars at rush hour going single lane shared with buses.
• Add speed bumps to Fargo, Monroe between Williams and Rodney to slow cut-through traffic.
• I think putting a traffic light here (N Williams) is a good idea, its a mess at rush hour with people turning left in
cars and heavy car traffic.
• Stop sign visibility problematic eastbound on Fargo at Rodney.
• (Williams): Eastbound auto traffic on Cook will invite cut-through and impact Rodney at Stanton.
• Speed Bumps!!! Lots of cut-through traffic from MLK to Williams to get on Fremont Bridge at Cook. Lots of
evening traffic cutting off from Fremont Bridge.
• Promote 7th Ave as a Greenway as well.
• Do we really need another north-south route through our neighborhood? Keep stop signs on Rodney.
• Another? For whom. People in cars have options of I-5,Williams, MLK, etc. People on bikes and pedestrians
have limited options. Adding Rodney as a convenient, slow, safe route is serving an unmet need.
• Rodney is the best for families. We use the Morris St light to go to Irving Park so my 10 year old can go to
soccer games.
• Need to keep stop signs on Rodney: 1) safe crossings for kids, especially at Matt Dishman, 2) calm traffic.
• Crashes at Stanton/Rodney: check visibility.
• A few diverters will go along way for reducing auto congestion on this greenway.
• Please do not remove street parking on Rodney.

NE RUSSELL
• Rodney is very narrow here- can bikes and cars exist safely.
• Can people exist safely? Answer is yes, regardless of transportation mode. Goal on street like Rodney is to move
people smoothly and safely, not to prioritize speed above all else. There are safety problems now for people on
foot, bike, or in cars.
• Agreed: >1,00 cars/day on an essentially a single lane road with >150 bikes/hour (peak) seems like a recipe for
congestion and safety problems.
• Southbound Rodney cannot see safely, especially when turning left.
• I bike up Rodney every day on my bike on my way to work and there’s usually very little car traffic. It only gets a
little busy at rush hour.
• Very limited visibility crossing Russell, difficult at many times of the day. Traffic is usually very fast on Russell.
Remove parking? Curb extensions?
• Cut-through traffic is growing at the corner of Russell and Rodney (right from Russell to Rodney then left on
Sacramento St. to MLK). In the AM it reverse.
• Why is this protected left here? (Russell).
• Connections to bike lanes south (Esplanade or NE 7th Ave)?
• Please consider putting speed bumps on Tillamook between Williams and MLK.
• Rodney is perfect for cars and bikes. Perfect size for slowing down traffic. Use the bumps to slow down.
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Traffic Issues: South of NE Fremont St
One of the major concerns raised at last year’s open house event
regarded the need for diversion on NE Rodney, both generally, and
more specifically related to existing traffic patterns between NE
Cook and NE Fremont.
NE Rodney: Total Traffic Volume
Spring, '14

Relatively high traffic counts on NE Rodney south of Fremont St
indicated a cut-through traffic issue using NE Cook St and NE
Rodney to bypass the N Williams/ Fremont traffic signal, both
eastbound and westbound.

1400
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Tillamook
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Fremont

All counts to the south of intersections

Shaver

Skidmore

Alberta

Killingsworth

These concerns were also related to the new traffic signal to be
constructed at N Cook and N Williams, as part of the N Williams
Traffic Safety Project. The signal could potentially make it easier to
access Cook St east of N Williams Ave and use this cut-through
route described above.
After meetings with the Eliot Neighborhood Association over the
summer, the design of the N Williams/ Cook St intersection was
modified and a test diagonal diverter at Ivy St was installed to
address these concerns. The Bureau of Transportation also agreed
to install speed bumps on NE Rodney in advance of the N Williams
Project as another deterrent to potential cut-through traffic.
N Williams/ Cook Intersection:
• Eastbound traffic on Cook St west of N Williams Ave is not
allowed to continue eastbound across N Williams Ave.
• West bound traffic on Cook St east of N Williams is not allowed
to access N Williams Ave.
• Right-turns from N Williams Ave to go eastbound on Cook St is
still allowed.

NE Ivy/ Rodney Diagonal Diverter:
To help discourage traffic on N Williams Ave from using Cook St, or
any of the east-west streets south of Fremont St, to cut-through the
neighborhood to access Fremont St eastbound, a diagonal diverter
was installed at Ivy St as a test.
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SAFETY
N Williams Ave: 85th Percentile Speed (mph)
40
35

The most fundamental goal of the project was to make
the street safer for all users. The main safety
improvement resulting from the new design is the
significant reduction in traffic speeds.
• Overall traffic speeds have dropped from 34 mph
to 29 mph.

30
25
20

• The percentage of drivers exceeding the speed
limit had dropped from 50% to 34%.

15
10

• The percentage of drivers exceeding the speed
limit by 10 mph or greater has dropped by up to
12%.

5
0
Hancock

Fargo
Before

Beech
After

Going

• There are 6 more improved pedestrian crossings (5
curb extensions and one new signal).
• Pedestrian crossings at unimproved intersections are
safer because there are fewer travel lanes to cross.
New left side bike lane removes
bus conflict. Reduced number of
travel lanes calms traffic speeds
and improves pedestrian
circulation.

Beech to Skidmore design calms
traffic speeds while allowing for
local auto circulation.

• Conflicts with buses moving in and out of traffic
stops across the bike lane have been eliminated.
• Traffic signal at Cook improves auto safety (N
Vancouver/ Cook signal under construction)

FUNCTION
N Williams: Total Traffic Volume
10,000
9,000
8,000
7,000
6,000
5,000
4,000
3,000
2,000
1,000
0

The auto capacity of N Williams Ave is now better scaled
to the needs of the neighborhood instead of non-local
traffic.
• Total traffic volumes have decreased between 7
and 25%.
• Bicycle lane width has been increased by 100%.

Hancock

Fargo
Before

Beech

Going

• Auto travel time, from Broadway to Skidmore, has
increased by 1minute and 45 seconds (PM peak) .

After

Note: mid-day data potentially impacted by private
development construction activity.

N Williams Travel Time Analysis:
Full Corridor Travel Time (Broadway to Skidmore)
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Corridor ‐ Before (Broadway to Skidmore)
Corridor ‐ After (Broadway to Skidmore)
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NE RODNEY ST
EXISTING CONDITIONS

STREET WIDTHS

TRAFFIC VOLUME
Total Volume:

282

March, 2014

TRAFFIC SPEEDS
Northbound 85th Speed: 23 mph
Southbound 85th Speed: 23 mph
March, 2014

Total Volume:

340

March, 2014

Northbound 85th Speed: 25 mph
Southbound 85th Speed: 24 mph
March, 2014

NE Killingsworth, looking south

Total Volume:

279

Feb, 2015

Northbound 85th Speed: 21 mph
Southbound 85th Speed: 22 mph
Feb, 2015

Total Volume:

300

Feb, 2015

Northbound 85th Speed: 20 mph
Southbound 85th Speed: 21 mph
Feb, 2015

Total Volume:

811

Feb, 2015

Northbound 85th Speed: 22 mph
Southbound 85th Speed: 20 mph
Feb, 2015

Total Volume:

1,061

Feb, 2015

Northbound 85th Speed: 19 mph
Southbound 85th Speed: 17 mph
Feb, 2015

Total Volume:
Mar, 2010

722

Northbound 85th Speed: 22 mph
Southbound 85th Speed: 22 mph
March, 201

24 FT CURB TO CURB
30 FT CURB TO CURB
36 FT CURB TO CURB
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NE Rodney Traffic Volumes
Neighborhood Greenways ideally have low traffic volumes to provide a safe and comfortable shared-use environment for
bicycling. The upper end of acceptable traffic volumes for a Neighborhood Greenway is under 2,000 cars/day, with
preferable volumes below 1,000 cars/day. Typical volumes for the average local residential street in Portland range from 300
to 1,000 cars/ day.
Before/ After N Williams Traffic Safety Project
• Changes in traffic volumes on NE Rodney range from a 31% reduction
south of Fremont to a slight increase at Russell St (10%)- variability of
10% or less is considered normal.

NE Rodney: Total Traffic Volumes
1400
1200
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• The diverter at NE Ivy St has reduced cut-through volumes on NE
Rodney south of Fremont by 31%.
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• Volumes north of NE Fremont have remained low.

After

All counts to the south of intersections

N Rodney Traffic Volumes:
• North of NE Fremont, volumes on NE Rodney are well within with the target goals for Neighborhood Greenways.
• Between NE Knott and Fremont, the traffic diverter at Ivy St appears to help keep volumes within the target range for
Neighborhood Greenways.
• South of Russell St volumes are near the preferred threshold for Neighborhood Greenways, diversion could be
considered further through additional public involvement with adjacent residents and businesses.

Sides Streets Traffic Volumes: Russell to Fremont
The most congested section of N Williams Ave tends to be between Russell and Fremont. Volumes on the east-west
side streets between N Williams and MLK jr Blvd were monitored to assess whether traffic patterns have changed as a
result of the N Williams Traffic Safety Project.
• Traffic volumes have gone up on some streets and down on othersvariability of 10% or less is considered normal.

Side Streets: Total Traffic Volume
1400

• Streets that exceed a 10% increase include: NE Knott, Stanton,
Morris and Monroe.

1200
1000
800

• Volumes on NE Cook are down significantly (55% / 414 cars/day)

600
400

Side Street Traffic Volumes:

200
0
Knott

Graham Stanton Morris Monroe
Before
After

All counts between N Williams and NE Rodney

Fargo

Cook

Ivy

• Additional traffic calming, such as speed bumps, could be
considered on NE Knott, Stanton, Morris and Monroe with
additional public involvement with adjacent residents.
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NE Rodney Traffic Speeds
Neighborhood Greenways ideally have traffic speeds of 20 mph (the speed at which 85% of all users travel at or below)
to provide a safe and comfortable environment for bicycling and walking.
Safety research indicates that a person struck at 20 mph has less than a 15% risk of fatality, compared to a 50% risk at
30 mph.
Before N Williams Traffic Safety Project
Traffic speeds measured at several locations along NE Rodney in the spring of 2014
shows speeds to been generally consistent with the current 25 mph speed limit.

NE Rodney: 85th Percentile Speed (mph)
Northbound
30
25
20

Speed bumps were installed just before construction of the N Williams Project to
discourage potential cut-through traffic.

15
10
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Russell

Cook
Before

Shaver
After

Skidmore

After N Williams Traffic Safety Project
Speeds on NE Rodney have been reduced significantly since the installation of the
speed bumps.

NE Rodney: 85th Percentile Speed (mph)
Southbound
30

• The 85th percentile speed is down between 2 and 5 mph (9 to 20%).

25

• The percentage of drivers exceeding the existing limit has been reduced by up to
17%.

20
15
10

NE Rodney Traffic Speeds:

5
0
Russell

Cook
Before

Shaver
After

• Since the installation of the speed bumps on NE Rodney, traffic speeds are
consistent with the target goals for Neighborhood Greenways.

Skidmore

Sides Streets Traffic Speeds: Russell to Fremont
Side Streets: 85th Percentile Speed (mph)
Westbound

• Prior to construction of the N Williams Traffic Safety Project, traffic speeds
in both direction are generally consistent with the speed limit (25 mph)

30
25
20

• Since construction of the N Williams Project traffic speeds have not
changed significantly.
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0
Knott Graham Stanton Morris Monroe Fargo

Before

Cook

Ivy
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Side Streets: 85th Percentile Speed (mph)
Eastbound

Side Street Traffic Speeds:

30
25

• Traffic speeds on the east-west side streets are generally consistent with the
speed limit and have not changed significantly as a result of the changes to
N Williams Ave

20
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After

Fargo

Cook
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EXISTING CONDITIONS

STREET CROSSINGS
NE KILLINGSWORTH
District Collector
Curb-to-curb width: 38 ft
Avg Daily Traffic Volume: 11,900

Traffic volume and crossing distance
require improvement to meet
Neighborhood Greenway design
guidelines.

Stop Sign Orientation on
NE Rodney:
Nine north-south stop
sign locations are
inconsistent with
Neighborhood Greenway
design guidelines:
• NE Schuyler
• NE San Rafael
• NE Thompson
• NE Knott
• NE Stanton
• NE Monroe
• NE Beech
• NE Failing
• NE Emerson

NE Killingsworth, looking south

NE ALBERTA
Local Service Street
Curb-to-curb width: 24 ft
Avg. Daily Traffic Volume: 9,990
55 ft off-set

NE Alberta, looking south

NE SKIDMORE
Neighborhood Collector
Curb-to-curb width: 36 ft
Avg. Daily Traffic Volume: 4,650

Public comment from last
year’s open house
indicated a strong
preference to retain as
many as possible to
discourage non-local
traffic and speeding.

NE Skidmore, looking south

NE SHAVER
Local Service Street
Curb-to-curb width: 36 ft
Avg. Daily Traffic Volume: 2,500

NE Shaver, looking south

NE FREMONT
DIVERTER

Local Service Street
Curb-to-curb width: 36 ft
Avg Daily Traffic Volume: 11,800
150 ft off-set

Traffic volume and crossing distance
require improvement to meet
Neighborhood Greenway design
guidelines.

NE Fremont, looking southeast

NE RUSSELL
Neighborhood Collector
Curb-to-curb width: 32 ft
Avg. Daily Traffic Volume: 5,150

Traffic volume and crossing distance
require improvement to meet
Neighborhood Greenway design
guidelines.

NE Rodney St: Project Area
Arterial Streets

NE BROADWAY
Major City Traffic Street
Curb-to-curb width: 54 ft
Avg. Daily Traffic Volume: 30,000
Existing Bike Lanes

NE Russell, looking south

NE RODNEY NEIGHBORHOOD GREENWAY PROJECT
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PROPOSED STREET IMPROVEMENTS
NE Killingsworth St

NE Alberta St

SHARROW
PAVEMENT
MARKINGS
Approximately
1/ block in each
direction (north
and south)

NE IVY ST
DIAGONAL DIVERTER

NE Skidmore St

REDUCE
SPEED LIMIT
TO 20 MPH

NE RODNEY AVE

NE Shaver St

Reconstruct the existing diverter to
reduce ability of drivers to driver
over the diverter.

NE Fremont St

SPEED BUMPS
Completed:
September ‘14

BIKEWAY
DESTINATION
SIGNAGE

NE Russell St

NE RODNEY AVE

• N Going Bikeway
• N Russell Bikeway
• N Tillamook Bikeway

NE Broadway St

Example: N Central at Tyler St

NE RODNEY NEIGHBORHOOD GREENWAY PROJECT
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PROPOSED MAJOR STREET
CROSSING IMPROVEMENTS
NE KILLINGSWORTH

NE ALBERTA
CURB EXTENSIONS

NE RODNEY AVE

CROSSWALK

To be constructed by the Killingsworth Streetscape
Project, Phase II. Construction in summer of 2015

NE SKIDMORE
CROSSWALK

NE SHAVER
CROSSWALK

NE FREMONT

See next station

NE RODNEY AVE

Despite the relatively
heavy traffic volumes, the
narrow width of Alberta
makes the existing crossing
distance short enough that
a median island or curb
extension is not necessary.

NE RUSSELL

CURB EXTENSIONS

NE BROADWAY

NE RODNEY NEIGHBORHOOD GREENWAY PROJECT
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NE FREMONT CROSSING

The NE Fremont crossing is the most difficult of all the crossings due to the large off-set. Two design options, A and B,
were presented at last year’s open house.
Comments from last year’s open house indicated that many participants preferred Option A. Others expressed concerns
about the parking loss associated with either option- two residences along the south side do not have off-street parking.
Option C was since developed as a way to reduce the amount of parking loss.

OPTION A
BIKE LANES WITH CURB EXTENSIONS
•
•
NO PARKING

•

Removes parking from both sides of the street.
Curb extensions provide two improved crossing
locations for pedestrians instead of one (compared to
Option B).
Bike lane configuration more intuitive than two-way
cycletrack (Option B).

NO PARKING

OPTION B
TWO-WAY BIKE LANE NORTH SIDE
WITH RAPID FLASH BEACON
•
•

Removes parking from both sides of the street.
Curb extensions, similar to Option A, can be substituted
for the rapid flash beacons.

OPTION C (NEW)
BIKE LANE NORTH SIDE/ CYCLE TRACK SOUTH SIDE
WITH CURB EXTENSIONS
•
•

•
•

Removes parking from north side of street only
Curb extensions provide two improved crossing
locations for pedestrians instead of one (compared to
Option B)
Bike lane configuration more intuitive than two-way
cycletrack (Option B).
Expensive.

NE RODNEY NEIGHBORHOOD GREENWAY PROJECT
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PROPOSED STOP SIGN CHANGES
PROPOSED STOP SIGNS

EXISTING STOP SIGNS

Many comments from last year’s open
house expressed concerns about
encouraging cut-through traffic if the
existing north-south stop signs were
rotated to face east-west.
4-way Stops:
Similar comments instead expressed a
strong preference for 4-way stops
instead.
4-way stops are not are not an option
along Rodney because they are only
used as interim device when a traffic
signal is warranted, or when there is a
significant crash history.

Stop signs:
To provide a better balance between
encouraging efficient through movement
for bikes and traffic calming for car
traffic.
Retain local street/local street intersection
north-south stop signs at:
• NE Hancock
• NE Tillamook
• NE Monroe
• NE Going
Switch to north-south:
• NE Graham
Switch to east-west:
• NE Schuyler
• NE San Rafael
• NE Knott
• NE Stanton
• NE Beech
• NE Failing
• NE Emerson

NE Rodney St: Project Area
NE Rodney St: Project Area
Arterial Streets
Existing Stop Signs on Rodney

Arterial Streets
Proposed Stop Signs on Rodney
Proposed New E-W Stop Signs

NE RODNEY NEIGHBORHOOD GREENWAY PROJECT

17 COMMENTS

Before you go

THANK YOU FOR PARTICIPATING

PLEASE take one more moment to fill out a comment form
Tell us what you think about:

28th Ave, south of Ankeny St

• Important safety issues this project needs to address
• Comments about design options presented

